Stative verbs activity
Verbs with both stative and dynamic meanings

Complete the following present tense sentences with the correct form of the verbs *look*, *taste* and *smell*, either simple or continuous:

1. The chocolate cake *_____* (taste) heavenly.
2. He *_____* (smell) the milk to see if it’s gone bad.
3. The freshly baked bread *_____* (smell) amazing.
4. She *_____* (look) beautiful in that dress.
5. She *_____* (taste) the curry to check if it’s too spicy.
6. They *_____* (look) for a new apartment in the city.
7. The exotic fruit *_____* (taste) sweet and tangy at the same time.
8. He *_____* (taste) some beer samples before he decides which to order.
9. The art exhibition *_____* (look) even more impressive in person.
10. Can you take the rubbish out? It *_____* (smell) terrible in here.
11. She *_____* (look) for a new house.
12. The chef *_____* (smell) the ingredients to ensure their freshness before cooking.
Answers:

1. tastes
2. is smelling
3. smells
4. looks
5. is tasting
6. are looking
7. tastes
8. is tasting
9. looks
10. smells
11. is looking
12. is smelling